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A two-dimensional hydrodynamic model for a monolayer of dust particles is used to study the Mach cones
excited by a moving laser beam through dusty plasmas. Numerical results for the density perturbation and the
velocity distribution of dust particles exhibit both compressional and shear-wave Mach cones. It is found that
the compressional Mach cones exist in cases of both supersonic and subsonic excitations, and that they consist
of multiple lateral or transverse wakes. On the other hand, realization of single shear-wave Mach cones
depends closely on the excitation technique, the laser scanning speed, and the discharge pressures. It is found
that, when the scanning direction of the laser beam is perpendicular to the laser force, a transition from
multiple compressional Mach cones to a single shear Mach cone can be achieved either by lowering the
scanning speed or by increasing the discharge pressures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wake effect in dusty plasmas has been an important
subject of study ever since the first observation of dusty crys-
tals [1–4]. The initial interest in the wake effect was moti-
vated by the need to explain the formation of vertically
aligned structures in three-dimensional(3D) dust crystals.
The wake in such cases is produced by the ion flow passing
by a charged dust particle which is statically levitating near
the edge of a plasma sheath, so that an oscillatory electro-
static potential arises in a conical region downstream of the
particle. As a consequence, other dust particles may be
trapped in the wells of such a potential, giving rise to the
wake-induced stacking of dust particles in the direction of
ion flow [5–15]. However, more recently, research interest
has been shifted to another form of wake in dusty plasmas,
known as the Mach cone, which consists of disturbances in
the dust structure excited by an agent moving at a high speed
through the plasma[16–20].

The existence of a Mach cone in dusty plasmas was first
theoretically predicted in 1995 by Havneset al. [21] and
proposed as a possible diagnostic tool for both space and
laboratory dusty plasmas[21–23]. The concept of the Mach
cone has attracted much attention in theoretical[22–28], ex-
perimental[16–19], and numerical[29] research ever since.
The early studies were mainly concerned with the possibility
of formation of 3D Mach cones in space. In particular, a
significant amount of theoretical work[21,22,24–28] has
been motivated by the CASSINI mission to Saturn, where it
is possible to observe Mach cones caused by big boulders
moving through the dust ring of Saturn. All those theories are
awaiting verification by CASSINI when it reaches Saturn
some time this year.

However, Mach cones were first observed in experiments
with dusty plasmas in earth laboratories, in the form of
V-shaped disturbances of two-dimensional(2D) dust crys-
tals, caused by charged particles[16,17] or by laser beams
[18–20], moving at speeds in excess of the speed of dust
acoustic waves.(Although the denominationcone is some-
what misleading in describing such 2D structures, we adopt
the term here to underline the common origin of theseV
shapes in 2D and cone structures in 3D.) In particular, Sam-
sonovet al. [16,17] were the first to report an observation of
Mach cones, induced by some large charged particles mov-
ing slightly below a monolayer of a 2D dust crystal, which
appeared in the form of doubleV-shaped shocks, one being
compressional and the other rarefactional in nature. The
opening angle of the Mach coneu was found to obey the
Mach-cone-angle relation sinu=vs/v, with vs being the dust
acoustic speed in plasma, andv the speed of the moving
particle. This rule was verified in a wide range of Mach
numbers in other experiments as well.

In a subsequent development, instead of moving charged
particles, Melzeret al. [18] employed a laser beam with the
spot moving through a 2D dust crystal at a velocityvL par-
allel to the laser radiation forceFL, and observed
compressional-wave Mach cones composed of multiple
V-shaped structures. Soon after Melzeret al. [18], Nosenko
et al. [19,20] excited Mach cones in a 2D dusty crystal by
using a slightly different laser excitation technique where
they moved the laser spot in the direction perpendicular to
the radiation force,FL'vL, and observed some new struc-
tures in addition to the usualV-shaped Mach cones. Their
main new observations[18] consisted of single Mach cones
composed of shear waves in theFL'vL excitation mode,
whereas a mixture of such single cones and multiple
compressional-wave Mach cones was excited in theFL ivL
mode.

Theoretical accounts of the formation of Mach cones in
the above experiments were given by the observers them-*Email address: wljhou@student.dlut.edu.cn
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selves[16–20,30] by means of molecular-dynamics(MD)
simulations, where numerical results reproduced the observa-
tions very well. In addition, an analytical theory of Mach
cones induced by motion of charged particles was formulated
by Dubin [24], who used a linear theory of phonon response
for a 2D dust crystal, and such an approach shed additional
insight into the experimental observations[16,17] for such
an excitation method. On the other hand, no analytical for-
mulation of the laser-driven Mach-cone generation is avail-
able at present. In order to complement the MD accounts
[18,19,29] with an analytical approach to the formation
mechanisms and structural transitions of the Mach cones ex-
cited by a laser beam, we use in this paper a 2D hydrody-
namic model for the dynamics of the dust distribution in the
presence of a moving laser sheath through a monolayer of
dust particles. Our model for the 2D dusty plasma is a sim-
plified version of the hydrodynamic formulation of the prob-
lem of dust acoustic waves in thin dusty layers[30]. How-
ever, we pay special attention to the damping effects due to
the scattering of dust particles with neutral atoms or mol-
ecules in the plasma, which were shown to give rise to the
exponential decay of waves and wakes in both the case of
Mach-cone generation by moving charged particles[24] and
in the wake formation by ion flow[15]. The two laser exci-
tation techniques based on moving the laser spot parallel and
perpendicular to the laser force are simulated in our model.
In contrast to the previous theoretical accounts
[16–20,24,29], the pure hydrodynamic model is strictly ap-
plicable to a weakly coupled dusty plasma. In order to extend
our results and conclusions to the strongly coupled plasmas,
in which the dust usually forms a 2D crystal structure, we
take into account the correlation interactions among these
dust particles semianalytically in our model. However, we
find that even without considering the correlation interac-
tions among these particles, the results belong to a “reason-
able approximation”[24] for the Mach-cone formation in 2D
dust crystals. The difference becomes significant only when
the scanning speed is very slow. This is due to the fact that in
all these observations, the typical sizes of Mach cones in
strongly coupled plasmas contain several tens of the dust-
lattice constants, so that a continuum limit may provide a
reasonable approximation to some extent. Our numerical re-
sults are specifically designed to show the structural transi-
tion of Mach cones when the scanning speed of the laser
beam and the discharge pressure change.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Basic theory is
given in Sec. II, whereas the results of the numerical com-
putations for the two excitation methods are given in Sec. III.
Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. IV.

II. BASIC THEORY

In the present paper, we employ a fluid description of a
monolayer of dust particles levitating in a plasma, without
considering the details of interactions among dust particles.
Assume that a 2D dust fluid occupies the planez=0 in a
Cartesian coordinate system withR=hx,y,zj, and that this
fluid is immersed in a large volume of plasma with the bulk
values of the electron and ion number densities(assuming

singly charged ions for simplicity) given by nè and ni`.
Bulk conditions are reached for such distances from the dust
layer thatuzu@lD (Debye screening length), and we assume
that the plasma is neutral there,nè =ni`=n0. Let sdsr ,td and
udsr ,td be, respectively, the surface number density and the
velocity field (having onlyx andy components) of the dust
fluid at the positionr =hx,yj and at timet. The continuity
equation and the momentum equation for the fluid are, re-
spectively,

]sdsr ,td
]t

+ =i · fsdsr ,tdudsr ,tdg = 0, s1d

]udsr ,td
]t

+ udsr ,td · =iudsr ,td

=
eZd

md
=iFusR,tduz=0 +

Fint

md
+

FL

md
− gudsr ,td, s2d

wheremd is mass of a dust particle,e.0 is the elementary
charge,Zd is the average number of excess electrons on each
dust particle, andg is the Epstein drag coefficient due to the
collisions of dust particles with neutral atoms/molecules in
the plasma[31]. The spatial differentiation in Eqs.(1) and
(2) only includes tangential directions, viz.,=i= x̂s] /]xd
+ ŷs] /]yd. Note thatFLsr ,td is the laser force(having onlyx
and y components) on each dust particle, corresponding to
the situation where a sheath of laser light scans through the
2D dust fluid.Fint is the internal interaction forces among the
dust cloud, coming from the correlation interaction effect. It
can be expressed as

Fint = − =iS dG

dsd
D s3d

with Gfsdg=edrsdsr ,td«cfsdg being the function of correla-
tion energy«cfsdg in the dust cloud.

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(2) indicates
that, although the total electrostatic potentialFsR ,td depends
on all three spatial coordinatesR;hr ,zj, only the x and y
components of the electrostatic force, evaluated in the plane
z=0, affect the motion of the dust fluid. The full spatial de-
pendence of the electrostatic potentialF is determined by the
Poisson equation in 3D,

=2FsR,td = − 4pefnisR,td − nesR,td − Zdsdsr ,tddszdg,

s4d

where===i+ ẑs] /]zd. The electron and ion volume densi-
ties are given by the Boltzmann relationsne
=n0 expseF /Ted and ni =n0 exps−eF /Tid, owing to the fact
that both the movement of the laser spot and the dynamics of
the massive dust particles are so slow that both electrons and
ions are considered to have enough time to reach their re-
spective local equilibria, withTi sed being the ion(electron)
temperature(we set the Boltzmann constantkB=1).

In the unperturbed state of the system, we haveFL=0,
] /]t=0, sd;sd0=const, ud;ud0=0, ne;ne0szd<n0

+n0se/TedF0szd, and ni ;ni0szd<n0−n0se/TidF0szd, while
the unperturbed value of the potentialF0szd is determined
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from the limiting form of Eq.(4), as follows:

d2

dz2F0 − lD
−2F0 = 4peZdsd0dszd, s5d

where lD
−2=4pn0e

2fs1/Ted+s1/Tedg is the Debye length.
Taking the natural boundary conditions forF0 at z=0 [con-
tinuity of F0 and F08s0+d−F08s0−d=4peZdsd0], we obtain
from Eq. (5)

F0szd = − 2peZdlDsd0 exps− uzu/lDd, s6d

and note that this solution maintains overall neutrality of the
system plasma plus 2D dust fluid, viz.,

Zdsd0 =E
−`

`

dzfni0szd − ne0szdg, s7d

under the conditionuF0u!Te,i /e.
In the perturbed situation, assuming a first-order perturba-

tion in FL, we write FsR ,td=F0szd+F1sR ,td, sdsr ,td=sd0

+sd1sr ,td, udsr ,td;ud1sr ,td, nesR ,td=ne0szd
+n0se/TedF1sR ,td, and nisR ,td=ni0szd−n0se/TidF1sR ,td.
Linearization of Eqs.(1)–(4) gives, respectively,

]sd1sr ,td
]t

+ sd0=i ·ud1sr ,td = 0, s8d

]ud1sr ,td
]t

=
eZd

md
u=iF1sR,tduz=0 +

Fint

md
+

FL

md
− gud1sr ,td,

s9d

Fint = −
amd

sd0
=isd1, s10d

where

a =
sd0

md

]2

]sd0
2 fsd0«cssd0dg s11d

and

=2F1sR,td = lD
−2F1sR,td + 4peZdsd1sr ,tddszd, s12d

where we have used Eq.(4) to obtain Eq.(12). Now, we need
to determine the expression of the density of the correlation
energy«cfsd0g, so thata in Eq. (11) can be determined con-
sequently. This is given by a numerically fitted formula[32]
«cfsd0g=s0.9851−1.0952GdTd, whereTd is the temperature
of the dust particles andG is the coupling parameter given by
G=Zd

2e2/dTd, with d=spsd0d−1/2 the Wigner-Seitz radius.
Note here that the adoption of the above formula of«cfsd0g
implicitly requiresd/lD!1 [32]. This condition is satisfied
in this paper by adjusting the experimental parameters
[16–20] in a reasonable range, as will be shown in the fol-
lowing part. Then by subsituting«cfsd0g back into Eq.(12),
we get a very simple expression fora, namely a=
−0.821sZd

2e2/mddd.
Now by using a partial Fourier transform with respect to

the r and t dependences, we can write, e.g.,

F1sR,td ; F1sr ,z,td =E d2k

s2pd2eik·r E dv

2p
e−ivtF1sk,z,vd,

s13d

wherek =hkx,kyj. This allows us to reduce Eq.(12) to

]2

]z2F1sk,z,vd − sk2lD
2 + 1dlD

−2F1sk,z,vd

= 4peZdsd1sk,vddszd, s14d

wherek2=kx
2+ky

2, which is easily solved in an analogy to the
solution of Eq.(5), as follows:

F1sk,z,vd = −
2peZdlD

Îk2lD
2 + 1

sd1sk,vd

3exps− Îk2lD
2 + 1uzu/lDd. s15d

After performing a Fourier transform of Eqs.(8) and(9) and
elimination of the fluid velocity field, one can use Eq.(15) to
express the Fourier transform of the perturbed dust-fluid sur-
face density in terms of the Fourier transform of the laser
force, as follows:

sd1sk,vd = i
sd0

md

3
k ·FLsk,vd

vsv + igd − ak2 − vpd
2 k2lD

2 /Îk2lD
2 + 1

,

s16d

where

vpd =Î2pe2Zd
2sd0

mdlD
s17d

is defined as the plasma frequency of a 2D dust fluid in the
background plasma. Interestingly, we obtain from Eq.(16)
the dispersion relation for acoustic waves in 2D dust fluid as
follows:

v2 =
vpd

2 k2lD
2

sk2lD
2 + 1d1/2 − ak2, s18d

in analogy to that of a 3D case[25,26]. Note here that Eq.
(18) coincides with the semianalytic results for a 2D trian-
gular Yukawa lattice obtained previously by Dubin[24]
[with only a slight difference in the factor before the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq.(18)]. Additionally, if a
→0, the result reduces to the case of a pure fluid description
of dusty plasma, i.e., without considering the correlation ef-
fects between dust particles, and again coincides with the
mean-field approximation of a 2D triangular Yukawa lattice
in Ref. [24]. As for the effect of the parametera, it is found
in our later simulation that the results are not very sensitive
to the variation ofa.

However, here it should be pointed out that the hydrody-
namic model we are using is only applicable in the long-
wavelength approximation. For more advanced analysis of
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this problem, one needs to adopt a more sophisticated ap-
proach, for example the quasilocalized charge approximation
(QLCA) for the Yukawa liquid[33].

Furthermore, we obtain the phase speed of the long-
wavelength dust acoustic waves propagating in the dust
plane asvs=v /k<lD

Îvpd
2 −a /lD

2 . Or we can have a further
approximation vs<lDvpd, considering the fact that 1
@a /vpd

2 lD
2 <0.26 in our condition. This also explains why

the parametera has little effect on the simulation results.
Finally, we obtain

sd1sr ,td = i
sd0

md
E d2k

s2pd2eik·rE
−`

` dv

2p
e−ivt

3
k ·FLsk,vd

vsv + igd«sk,vd
, s19d

where«sk,vd is the dielectric function of the present model
for dusty plasma,

«sk,vd = 1 −
ak2 + vd

2

vsv + igd
, s20d

with vd
2=vpd

2 k2lD
2 /Îk2lD

2 +1.
In a similar way, we obtain the Fourier transform of the

perturbed velocity field of the dust fluid in terms of the Fou-
rier transform of the laser force, as follows:

ud1sk,vd =
i

v + ig

1

md
hFLsk,vd + f«−1sk,vd − 1g

3 k̂ k̂ ·FLsk,vdj, s21d

with k̂ being the unit vector in the direction ofk, whereas the
expression forud1sr ,td follows in analogy to Eq.(19).

For the profile of the laser force spotFLsr ,td, we adopt
the elliptical Gaussian form which was proposed in Refs.
[18–20]. Assuming thatFL acts in thex direction, and that
the spot moves in thex, y plane with velocityvL=hvx,vyj, we
can write

FLsr ,td = f0 expF−
sx − vxtd2

a2 −
sy − vytd2

b2 Gx̂, s22d

wheref0 is the intensity of the force anda andb are empiri-
cal parameters[18–20] defining the widths of the spot in the
x andy directions, respectively. Therefore, the Fourier trans-
form of the laser force profile in thex, y plane is given by

FLsk,vd = 2p2abf0dsv − k ·vLdexpS−
a2

4
kx

2 −
b2

4
ky

2Dx̂.

s23d

In order to simulate the laser scanning technique where the
laser spot moves at the speedvL, in a direction parallel to the
radiation force,vL iFL, we simply setvx=vL and vy=0,
whereas in the case when scanning velocityvL is to be cho-
sen perpendicular to the laser force,vL'FL, we setvy=vL
andvx=0 [18–20].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The main parameters used in our numerical computations
are all selected in accordance with the recent Mach cone
experiments in dusty plasmas[16–20]. The base values of
the parameters are given as follows. The bulk plasma den-
sity, n0=13109 cm−3; ion temperature and dust temperature,
Ti =Td=0.03 eV; electron temperature,Te=3 eV; the mass
density and the radius of dust particles,rd=1.5 g/cm3 and
rd=5.0 mm (so thatmd<1.2310−13 g ); the excess charge
on each dust particle,Zd=5000(which we assume constant,
for simplicity); and the surface number density of the dust
fluid, sd0=400 cm−2. Under these conditions, the coupling
coefficientG<4253, the Debye length islD<430 mm, and
the dust plasma frequencyvpd<33 s−1. The parameters in
the expression for laser force area=b=0.1 cm andf0=5.0
310−13 dyn. Finally, the scanning speed of the laser beam
vL, given in terms of Mach numberM =vL /vs, and the dis-
charge pressurep (which determines the damping constant
g) are used as variable parameters.

A. Case vL ¸FL

We first consider the dependence of the Mach cone struc-
tures on the scanning speed of the laser beam. Figure 1
shows the results for density perturbationsd1 in a Mach cone
for M =1.1 andM =2.0, with the discharge pressure kept
fixed at 5.0 Pa.V-shaped Mach cones, along with multiple
oscillatory lateral wakes, can be clearly identified in this fig-
ure. Several features are obvious. First, it can be seen that
these structures are composed of multiple cones, with the
outermost one being the most pronounced. According to an
earlier theory[24] of Mach cones in dusty plasmas, these
multiple structures appear to be a consequence of the
strongly dispersive nature of the dust acoustic waves. Sec-
ondly, these Mach cones are composed of compressional

FIG. 1. The distribution of perturbed densitysd1 in the Mach
cone region in the case ofvL iFL for (a) M =1.1 and(b) M =2.0 and
with discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa.
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waves, which can be more clearly observed in the map of the
dust velocity fieldud1, shown in Fig. 2 for the same Mach
numbers and the same pressure as in Fig. 1. In this figure,
one can see that the direction of the dust particle motion is
perpendicular to the cone wings and parallel to the wave
propagation direction, which indicates that these Mach cones
are in fact compressional waves. Furthermore, the cone
opening angle roughly obeys the Mach-cone-angle relation,
and it can be seen from both figures that, with a decrease in
the scanning speed of the laser beam, both the opening
angles and the amplitudes of the Mach cones increase mono-
tonically. Moreover, there is an interesting feature that, if the
scanning speed is further decreased, a transition from the
V-shaped Mach cones to a transverse oscillatory wake can be
observed. This transition is clearly shown in Fig. 3, which
displays the perturbed densitysd1 for M =0.6 andM =0.7,
with the discharge pressure kept at 2.0 Pa. Similar effects
have been predicted theoretically by Dubin[24], and realized
experimentally by Nosenkoet al. recently[20]. However, we
have found that these transverse waves are evident only if the
discharge pressure is low enough to prevent damping due to
the friction on neutral particles.

In order to illustrate the damping effect due to the neutral
friction, we further vary the discharge pressure. It is found
that the oscillations in the Mach cones decay very quickly as
the discharge pressure increases. This is clearly seen in Figs.
4 and 5, which display, respectively, the perturbed density
and the fluid velocity in the Mach cone region. In these fig-
ures, the scanning velocity is kept fixed atM =1.1, while the
pressures are chosen to be 2.0 Pa and 10 Pa in both figures.

It is seen that damping at high pressures may appear to have
the effect of reducing the number of multiple Mach cones
down to two or even one. It will turn out, as shown in the
following subsection, that the damping effects may have a
more profound influence on the Mach cones excited by a
laser beam withvL'FL.

B. Case vL�FL

We begin with the discussion of the influence of scanning
speed on Mach cones. Figure 6 shows the density perturba-

FIG. 2. The map of dust velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone
region in the case ofvL iFL for (a) M =1.1 and(b) M =2.0 and with
discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa.

FIG. 3. The distribution of perturbed densitysd1 in the Mach
cone region in the case ofvL iFL for (a) M =0.6 and(b) M =0.7 and
with discharge pressure kept at 2.0 Pa.

FIG. 4. The distribution of perturbed densitysd1 in the Mach
cone region in the case ofvL iFL for discharge pressures(a) p
=2.0 Pa and(b) p=10 Pa and with scanning speed kept atM =1.1.
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tion of the dust fluidsd1 for M =1.1 andM =2.0, with the
discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa. In addition to the multiple
V-shaped structures of the Mach cone, seen previously in the
case ofvL iFL, a new feature is observed. It is obvious that
the density distributions are quite asymmetric, as a result of
the asymmetry in the excitation technique. This tendency is
more clearly exhibited in Fig. 7, showing the maps of the

velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone for the same pressure and
Mach numbers as in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the mul-
tiple cones in this figure are also made of compressional
waves, owing to relatively high scanning speeds. These re-
sults reproduce those of the recent experiment[20] very well.
Additionally, our model also generates single-cone shear-
wave [19,20] Mach cones as the scanning speed decreases.
In Fig. 8, one can observe a development of single shear-
wave Mach cones for speeds ofM =0.7 and 0.8 a and pres-
sure of 5.0 Pa. The Mach cones shown in Fig. 8 exhibit
typical features of shear waves, where the particle velocity is
parallel to the cone wings and perpendicular to the propaga-
tion direction of the wave, which in turn is perpendicular to
the cone wings. In fact, by comparing the results in Fig. 7
with those in Fig. 8, one can clearly see a transition from
multiple compressional Mach cone structures at high speeds
to single shear-wave Mach cones at lower speeds. And this
transition will be more significant at low pressures.

There is another way to achieve a transition between com-
pressional and shear wave Mach cones, even when the scan-
ning speed is relatively high. This is accomplished by in-
creasing the discharge pressure, and hence intensifying the
damping due to the neutral friction. As shown above for the
vL iFL excitation mode, the oscillations within a cone are
pronounced at low pressures but are efficiently damped at
high pressures. This is also true here for thevL'FL excita-
tion mode, as seen in Fig. 9 showing the density perturbation
for pressures of 2.0 Pa and 10 Pa, with the speed kept at
M =1.1. As expected, the oscillations fade with the increase
of pressure, and practically only the first cone remains at the
pressure of 10 Pa in Fig. 9(b). The corresponding velocity

FIG. 5. The map of dust velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone
region in the case ofvL iFL for discharge pressures(a) p=2.0 Pa
and (b) p=10 Pa and with scanning speed kept atM =1.1.

FIG. 6. The distribution of perturbed densitysd1 in the Mach
cone region in the case ofvL'FL for (a) M =1.1 and(b) M =2.0
and with discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa.

FIG. 7. The map of dust velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone
region in the case ofvL'FL for (a) M =1.1 and(b) M =2.0 and with
discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa.
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distributions are shown in Fig. 10, where one sees a devel-
opment of the shear-wave nature of Mach cones as the pres-
sure increases. By comparing Fig. 10(a) with Fig. 7(a), one
can see that the oscillations of the Mach wakes are greatly

exaggerated in Fig. 10(a) due to weaker damping at a lower
pressure. On the other hand, when comparing Fig. 10(b) with
Fig. 5(b) for the vL iFL excitation, a new effect becomes
apparent. One can see that the remaining single cone in Fig.
10(b) is, in fact, composed of a shear wave, whereas the cone
in Fig. 5(b) is compressional. Therefore, under otherwise
identical conditions, the excitation technique determines
whether the nature of the Mach cone waves is shear or com-
pressional. The effects of the pressure variation on the Mach-
cone structures at subsonic scanning speeds are shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the density
perturbationsd1, for respectively, pressures of 2.0 Pa and
10 Pa and withM =0.8, and the corresponding velocity dis-
tributions are shown in Fig. 12. One can also observe in both
Figs. 11 and 12 a transition from multiple compressional to
single shear-wave Mach cones due to the damping effect.
However, what is more important here is a transverse oscil-
latory wake[20] exhibited in Fig. 11(a).

IV. SUMMARY

The laser-excited Mach cones in dusty plasmas are stud-
ied by means of a 2D hydrodynamic model for a dust mono-
layer, which takes into account the damping effects due to
the dust collisions with neutral particles. Different laser ex-
citation techniques are investigated in accordance with recent
experiments for laser-excited Mach cones. Numerical results
are obtained for the density perturbation and the velocity

FIG. 8. The map of dust velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone
region in the case ofvL'FL for (a) M =0.7 and(b) M =0.8 and with
discharge pressure kept at 5.0 Pa.

FIG. 9. The distribution of perturbed densitysd1 in the Mach
cone region in the case ofvL'FL for discharge pressures(a) p
=2.0 Pa and(b) p=10 Pa and with scanning speed kept atM =1.1.

FIG. 10. The map of dust velocity fieldud1 in the Mach cone
region in the case ofvL'FL for discharge pressures(a) p=2.0 Pa
and (b) p=10 Pa and with scanning speed kept atM =1.1.
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distribution of the dust particles in the Mach cone region.
The results obtained qualitatively agree with the previous
experiments[16–20] and theory[24] for Mach cones in
dusty plasmas. In particular, previously observed compres-
sional and shear Mach cones are also reproduced here. It is
found that, in the case ofvL iFL, the compressional Mach
cones consist of multiple lateral wakes, when the scanning
speed is in the supersonic range,M .1. When the scanning
speed decreases continuously, a transition fromV-shaped
Mach cones to a transverse oscillatory wake can be observed.

On the other hand, in the case ofvL'FL, both compres-
sional and shear Mach cones can be achieved by adjusting
the scanning speed and the discharge pressure. It is found
that the compressional wave cones dominate the Mach cone
region at low pressures whenM .1, whereas a transition
from the multiple compressional Mach cones to single shear-
wave Mach cones can be achieved either by lowering the
scanning speed or by increasing the discharge pressures.

While a surprisingly good qualitative agreement between
the experiments[16–20] and the present simple 2D hydrody-
namic model has been achieved, certain quantitative details
are not completely reproduced in the present analytical

theory, especially in the maps of the velocity field for the
shear-wave Mach cone. Possible improvements of the
present model may include adopting a more sophisticated
approach, for example the quasilocalized charge approxima-
tion (QLCA) for so-called Yukawa fluid[33]. This will be
our future work and this improvement will bring the details
of the interaction and coupling among the dust particles into
the theory, thereby extending its applicability further into the
region of strong coupling.
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